
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

GULFSTREAM PARK SELECTIONS 
by JOHN M. GAVER III 

www.thesteampicks.com 
 

2019-2020 Championship Meeting 
Day 73: Wednesday, March 11, 2020 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. (Eastern) 

 

2019-2020 Championship Meet Record:  
758-207-135-114: 27% W, 60% ITM

BEST BET: (#4) Sir Chubby (5th race)—9-2 M.L.  
LIVE LONGSHOT: (#5) Princess Avri l  (4th race)—6-1 M.L. 
*Note: Selections below are made in order, f irst through fourth* 
 

RACE ONE 
(#6) ALASKAN: Outfit hits at 31% strike rate off the claim; turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint angles appealing 
(#11) MOZANO: Improved on this class level in last outing, turns back a furlong today; jock stalks pace 
(#5) STORM THE BRIDGE: Bay gelding faces a nondescript field in his career debut for a $12,500 tag 
(#4) JEFE GRANDE: Toss last on grass—he’s clearly better on dirt—route-to-sprint, gets blinkers here 
SELECTIONS: 6-11-5-4 
 

RACE TWO 
(#3) NO NO NINA: More Than Ready filly cost $150,000; barn wins at a 27% clip with first-time starters 
(#6) BUCKY’S DRAMA: Slides over from Tampa Bay Downs but tries state-bred rivals—sharp turf form 
(#2) SAUCY TUNE: Checked early, finished with interest in career debut; improvement is in cards today 
(#1) KAYLA’S TUNE: Exits maiden claiming ranks but hooks Florida-breds today; in light, saves ground 
SELECTIONS: 3-6-2-1 
 

RACE THREE 
(#4) DYNADRIVE: Beaten two lengths & change for $50K tag last time, right back here; Maker off claim 
(#2) DANZING DUNHILL: Game versus winners over speed favoring course; hooks a soft crew on rise 
(#6) BAD BEAT BRIAN: He set a slow pace, wired field on the drop in last outing; hooks winners today 
(#5) MONTANA MAN: Has never been off the board for a tag—barn wins at healthy 20% clip off claim 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-6-5 
 

RACE FOUR 
(#5) PRINCESS AVRIL: In snug spot for $25K in bow; barn wins at 21% clip with stock debuting for tag 
(#3) IRISH THUNDER: Heading in right direction for Fawkes, is reunited with Irad Ortiz—likes GP dirt 
(#4) PROPRIOCEPTION: Homebred sports a gap-free public work tab since December—is 4-1 on M.L. 
(#2) MIRANDA SOFIA: Barn is capable with first-time starters—she hooks compact field out of the box 
SELECTIONS: 5-3-4-2 
 

RACE FIVE 
(#4) SIR CHUBBY: Woke up for $32,000 price tag with blinkers on; will be tighter in second off a layoff 
(#6) BEBEAU: Seems to be at best when allowed to stalk the pace, but his tactical speed is a clear asset 
(#7) RAGS FOR BRITCHES: License to move forward in third start of current form cycle—likes GP turf 
(#3) THENORTHREMEMBERS: Second behind a next-out winner off a long layoff in last; tighter today 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-7-3 
 

RACE SIX 
(#1) SAMOA: Handled a similar field with ease but was DQ’d from win last time; holds all the aces here 
(#3) LOOKING FOR MORE: Third behind Samoa in the key prep for this heat—placed in 5-of-8 at GP 
(#5) KAUFY FUTURES: Caught speed-favoring strips in 8 of past 12 races; minor improvement in last 2 
(#6) MIA ANGELINA: Closer needs quick pace and a clean trip to get home in front—gets five pounds 
SELECTIONS: 1-3-5-6 



 
 

RACE SEVEN 
(#3) RODDICK: Will be plenty fit turning back off 10-furlong race; drops into conditioned claiming ranks 
(#2) GAMBLER’S FALLACY: Dirt-to-turf is on point—exits state bred ranks but hooks “3 lifetime” foes 
(#9) CAUSE FOR PARDON: Current form is suspect but the class drop is significant—Gaffalione rides 
(#7) IM THE CAPTAIN NOW: Stopped on frequently since October 2018—drop is biggest attraction 
SELECTIONS: 3-2-9-7 
 

RACE EIGHT 
(#8) CUCINA: Finished on bridle in G1 Summer Stakes, makes first start for Mott; hooks three fillies here 
(#1) SONG RIVER: Tries the boys but drops in class and returns to restricted company; she gets in light 
(#5) DANCING DESTROYER: Hard to knock her consistency, but she tries colts for the first time today 
(#3) DEO FORTE: Looks to snap a string of fourth-placed finishes against Florida-bred rivals—8-1 M.L. 
SELECTIONS: 8-1-5-3 
 
RACE NINE 
(#8) RICKI TICKI TAFFI: Stakes-placed sprinting; makes first start for a tag for a high-percentage outfit 
(#1) MOBEATYABAD: Ran off the T.V. screen on the drop at Tampa Bay Downs—hooks winners today 
(#7) IBERICO: Gets some needed class relief but is consistently inconsistent; is reunited with Gaffalione 
(#5) ASSERTIKO: The turf-to-dirt and route-to-sprint angles are appealing—is at his best on a fast strip 
SELECTIONS: 8-1-7-5 
 
RACE TEN 
(#7) AERODYNAMIC: Has never been worse than third for TAP and plummets in class—a major player 
(#6) RASPBERRY BALLET: Late-running bay mare takes a massive drop in class in this spot; dirt-to-turf 
(#5) BIT COIN QUEEN: Figures to stalk the pace in the vanguard and gets a five-pound weight break 
(#4) PRINCESA CRYSTAL (GB): Has had steady improvement with blinkers; game vs. similar last time 
SELECTIONS: 8-7-6-4 
 
 
LATE PICK 5 TICKET  
Races 6-10/ Gulfstream Park, Wednesday, March 11, 2020 
50-cent play=$40.50—Post time: 3:34 P.M. (Eastern) 
Race 6: (#1) Samoa—1 
Race 7: (#2) Gambler’s Fallacy (#3) Roddick (#9) Cause for Pardon—3 
Race 8: (#1) Song River (#5) Dancing Destroyer (#8) Cucina—3 
Race 9: (#1) Mobeatyabad (#7) Iberico (#8) Ricki Ticki Taff i—3 
Race 10: (#5) Bit Coin Queen (#6) Raspberry Ballet (#7) Aerodynamic—3 
 


